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1.1 Project Introduction

This Planning Application refers to the detailed proposals for Village Centre 
North which, in conjunction with Village Centre South, will form a new village 
centre at the heart of Heyford Park.

Following the development of a village centre masterplan produced by Jestico + 
Whiles in January 2016,  ADP (CORDE) were appointed to develop the detailed 
design proposals for Village Centre North.

The Village Centre North development comprises the demolition of Buildings 
101 + 102 which are widely considered to offer little architectural merit or 
historical significance to the former Air Base.  Building 100 (former Guard House) 
will also undergo partial demolition. However, the original 1925-26 structure 
will be retained due to its strong identity and prominant location at the Trident 
junction with Camp Road. It is intended that this building will be used for office 
or administrative purposes.

The proposed demolition works create an opportunity to establish the 
Village Centre to the north of Camp Road at the heart of Heyford Park.  The 
development site is book-ended by Building 100 (former Guard House) +  
Building 103 (Heritage Centre). Dorchester Living recognise the site’s historical 
significance and are committed to retaining its identity through the conservation 
of key buildings.

The proposals include the construction of two new buildings, each providing 
commercial/ retail space at street level (Use Class A1) and residential 
accommodation (Use Class C3) on the upper floors.  The design has been 
influenced by the surrounding vernacular, adopting a robust aesthetic, with 
contemporary references.  Further details regarding each of the proposed new 
buildings is provided throughout this document.

One of the key features of the Village Centre will be the quality of the external 
spaces and landscaping. This Village Centre North will provide a continuation 
of the proposals submitted as part of the Village Centre South application.  The 
principal aim is to provide high-quality environment which offers functionality but 
also amenity value. The careful selection of plants, shrubs and trees will provide 
vibrancy throughout the seasons.  Car parking is also provided in various locations 
within close proximity to the Village Centre.  These areas have been arranged so 
as not to dominate the Camp Road frontages which are focused upon pedestrian 
access. Further information regarding the landscape design is provided under a 
separate section of this document.

Upper Heyford Outline and Planning Application Boundary

Outline Planning Application 10/01642/OUT Boundary

Planning Application Boundary - Village Centre North (shown indicatively)
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2009 Dorchester Group & Frogmore 
purchased the site in October 2009

2.1 Heyford Park Site History and Context

1996

Upper Heyford Site Plan

(Based on Air Ministry Drawing 313/38) (Based on Air Ministry Drawing 1607/45)

1916 Airfield built at Upper Heyford 
in response to a requirement for 
trained aircrews for the Royal Flying 
Corps during WWI

1918 Airfield officially brought into 
use for flying by RAF in July 1918
1918-1923 Airfield temporarily 
abandoned after WWI

1923-1950 Site re-commissioned 
and performed a significant role in 
Britain’s air defence including during 
WWII

1950-1993 Site underwent most 
intense period of development 
including the use/ occupation by the 
American Airforce (USAF)

1950 USAF Strategic Air Command 
(SAC) located across four sites in 
Oxfordshire including Upper Heyford; 
Runway extended to accommodate 
B-36 & B-50 bombers; Site designated 
7509th Air Base Squadron
1951 Upper Heyford formally 
handed to USAF in May 1951; 7509th 
Air Base Squadron re-designated as 
3918th Air Base Group

1966 66th Tactical Reconnaissance 
Wing relocated to Upper Heyford 
following France’s withdrawal from 
NATO’s integrated military structure

1970  20th Tactical Fighter 
Wing relocated to Upper Heyford; 
Base provided strategic operations 
during Operation El Dorado Canyon, 
Libya (1986) and Operation Desert 
Storm, Iraq (1991)

1993 RAF Upper Heyford closed in 
December 1993

1994 Running of RAF Upper Heyford 
returned to MOD in September 1994

2.1.1 Historical Site Development

1910 1930 1950 1970 1990 20101920 1940 1960 1980 2000
2010

1919

Upper Heyford RAF Training 
Depot Site

1939

Upper Heyford Site Plan

1945

Upper Heyford Site Plan

(Based on USAF Base Layout Plan C1 1984)

The location of the site is part of the development of the former RAF Upper 
Heyford Airbase, situated near to the village of Upper Heyford.  The Air Base is 
known for playing an important role throughout military history, in particular 
the role it played during the Cold War Years. This is reflected in the distinctive 
architecture and built form throughout the site, eventually becoming a designated 
Conservation Area in 2006.

The airfield was built in 1916 and first used by the Royal Flying Corps but was 
not brought into use for flying until July 1918 by the Royal Air Force. Throughout 
much of its life, including during the Second World War, the base was mainly used 
as a training facility for various units of the RAF including a number from Bomber 
Command. 

Aerial photograph of site in 1928 (Source: Conservation Area Appraisal)

After 1950, Upper Heyford initially served as a base for the United States Air 
Force Strategic Air Command and later the United States Airforce In Europe 
for service during the Cold War. 

The end of the Cold War eventually led to the de-comissioning of RAF Upper 
Heyford in 1993 and the base was handed back to the MOD in 1994.
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The Heyford Park Development, a new settlement on the former RAF Upper 
Heyford Airbase, was granted outline planning permission by Cherwell District 
Council (CDC) on 22 December 2011 (Ref. 10/01642/OUT).  

The permission included: 

• Up to 1,075 dwellings (a mix of new build and conversion of existing former  
military accommodation)

• New employment comprising of B1 Offices

• B2/B8 industrial/ warehousing (new build and conversion of existing)

• New Village Centre (A1 = 1,400m²;  A3-A5 = 1,713m²; B1 = 557m²)

• Other physical and social infrastructure

Heyford Park will be built in a series of phases and the permission has been 
commenced with a rolling programme of reserved matters applications.  The 
conditions included the Heyford Park Design Code (subsequently discharged), 
which was produced as a way of defining the character of the development by 
creating distinctive character areas yet unifying the overall development as a 
coherent whole. One such character area includes the proposed Village Centre. 

The Cherwell Local Plan was adopted in July 2015 which has subsequently 
increased the size of the original allocation from 1,075 dwellings to 2,675 with 
additional employment and social and physical infrastructure. 

Relevant to the Village Centre are a number of planning permissions which have 
been granted, forming parts of the overall masterplan, which include:

• New Free School at the former officers’ mess (east of the Village Centre)

• 60 additional dwellings (Application Refs. 16/00627/REM and 13/01811/OUT; 
located south-west of the Village Centre)

• Change of use to Building 103 to a Heritage Centre (Application Ref. 
16/01545/F; located within the application site for Village Centre North)

• Village Centre South development (Application Ref.  16/01000/F)

• 43 additional dwellings (Application Ref. 16/00263/F)

2.2 Heyford Park Development Masterplan

2.2.1 Planning Context

Village Centre (North) Boundary
(to which this application relates) 
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2.3.1 Purpose of the Design Code 

Cherwell District Council granted planning permission in 2011 (22/12/2011) 
for the development of a part of the former RAF Upper Heyford Airbase now 
titled ‘Heyford Park’ (Application Ref: 10/01642/OUT). The planning application 
included a series of parameter plans and masterplan outlining the overall 
layout of the development. A number of conditions imposed on the planning 
permission relate to the detailed appearance of buildings and landscape of 
Heyford Park. One such condition sets out the requirement for a Design Code 
to form guidance for the development at the detailed design stage (see grey 
box opposite).

Design Codes are proposed in order to;

• Establish a long term vision for the site and design led framework for the 
site

• Build upon the work established by the outline planning application and the 
design and access statement for the area

• Ensure overall coordination and consistency between development sites

• Provide a level of certainty to the landowner, council, developer and the 
community

• Provide a clear guide for developers working on individual plots and sets 
the context for more detailed design work

‘ No reserved matters applications shall be made for any phase until a Design Code 
for that phase of the New Settlement Area, as identified in Condition 7 above, has 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.’

The outline permission states that the Design Code shall comprise:

1. Land use, density, layout of streets and public spaces and character areas;

2. Landscape, including for the immediate setting of the new settlement, to 
include retained trees and vegetation, new planting, public open space, 
amenity space, childrens play areas, sports facilities, footpaths, public 
spaces, together with adoption arrangements and extent;

3. Surface water control, including design standards and methodology 
for sustainable drainage systems, details of specific features, including 
appropriate options for Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDS), swales, 
together with adoption arrangements and extent;

4. Public realm, including hierarchy of streets and public spaces, 
characteristics, dimensions, building line and or setbacks, materials, means 
of enclosure, street furniture, including street lighting, and car parking, 
methods to control traffic speeds and create legibility, together with 
adoption arrangements and extent;

5. Built form, including scale, materials, roof treatment, elevational treatment, 
treatment of landmark and marker buildings, key frontages and gateways;

6. Sustainable design, including the measures to be incorporated to ensure 
that the development complies with at least the minimum Code Level 
required by the Building Regulations in the Code for Sustainable Homes 
and to assess the impact this would have on appearance;

7. Car and cycle parking, including standards of provision by land use and 
dwelling type; and

8. Waste recycling, including how the Councils standards for individual 
householders’ waste and recycling bins are to be accommodated within 
the dwelling curtilage and refuse vehicle access to these obtained.

The development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the 
approved Design Codes. Reason - Design Codes, together with the Approved 
Master Plan, are required at the beginning of the development process to 
ensure that the subsequent reserved matters applications are considered 
and determined by the Local Planning Authority in the context of an overall 
approach for the site consistent with the requirement to achieve a high quality 
design as out in the Environmental Statement, the Revised Comprehensive 
Planning Brief for the site, and Policies UH4 of the Non Statutory Cherwell 
Local Plan, H2 of the Oxfordshire Structure Plan 2016 and comply with 
Policies CC6, CC7 and H5 of the South East Plan 2009.’

2.3.2 Design Code Character Areas 

Analysis of the surrounding and existing site context, along with precedents, 
has informed the overall design approach in the Design Code and formed the 
creation of the different Character Areas. The Character Areas are intended 
to have their own identity, defined in the Design Code through a number of 
criteria (explained overleaf).

The Character Areas are as follows:

• CA1 - New Village Centre

• CA2 - Village Centre - Residential

• CA3 - Trident Housing

• CA4 - Camp Road 

• CA5 - Village Green

• CA6 - Rural Edge

• CA7 - Core Housing West

• CA8 - Core Housing East 
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3.1 Design Code References

EDGE TREATMENTS DETAILED 
ON PAGE 60

 EXISTING TREES AT UPPER HEYFORD
2.19 The mature tree structure of the site is key defining 

characteristic of the site, especially along Camp Road and 
along the Trident area.

2.20 There is a wide range of tree species on the site, some native 
and some non native.

2.21 The native species include Fagus sylvatica and Pinus 
silvestris, with blocks of hawthorn trees as an understorey, 
while non-native species include Acer pseudoplatanus, and 
‘Leylandii’ trees which appear to be hedges which have 
matured into trees.

2.22 The trees fall into a number of categories, ranging from trees 
worthy of retention and of significance to the site, to those 
which need to be removed because they are dead, diseased or 
dying. More detailed arboricultural work is subject to ongoing 
submissions in relatio to outline conditions

 RETAINED TREES
2.23 The plan opposite shows the extent of trees and key 

groups across the site. A substantial amount of vegetation 
lies within areas that will be unaffected by the proposed 
development, there are however a number of locations (as 
highlighted) where tree removal will be required to prevent 
the development being compromised and/or where a 
more coherent replacement (new) tree planting strategy is 
proposed.

TREES TO BE RETAINED

TREES TO BE REMOVED

TREES/VEGETATION TO BE THINNED

HEDGES TO BE RETAINED

HEDGES TO BE REMOVED

RESIDENTIAL PARCEL BOUNDARIES

FRAMEWORK PLAN

TRIDENT AXIS 1-4 (SEE PAGE 75)

Design Code: Public Realm Strategy

Design Code: Development Framework

Design Code: Village Centre

Design Code:  Tree Retention Plan
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3.1 Design Code References

EDGE TREATMENTS DETAILED 
ON PAGE 60

 EXISTING TREES AT UPPER HEYFORD
2.19 The mature tree structure of the site is key defining 

characteristic of the site, especially along Camp Road and 
along the Trident area.

2.20 There is a wide range of tree species on the site, some native 
and some non native.

2.21 The native species include Fagus sylvatica and Pinus 
silvestris, with blocks of hawthorn trees as an understorey, 
while non-native species include Acer pseudoplatanus, and 
‘Leylandii’ trees which appear to be hedges which have 
matured into trees.

2.22 The trees fall into a number of categories, ranging from trees 
worthy of retention and of significance to the site, to those 
which need to be removed because they are dead, diseased or 
dying. More detailed arboricultural work is subject to ongoing 
submissions in relatio to outline conditions

 RETAINED TREES
2.23 The plan opposite shows the extent of trees and key 

groups across the site. A substantial amount of vegetation 
lies within areas that will be unaffected by the proposed 
development, there are however a number of locations (as 
highlighted) where tree removal will be required to prevent 
the development being compromised and/or where a 
more coherent replacement (new) tree planting strategy is 
proposed.

TREES TO BE RETAINED

TREES TO BE REMOVED

TREES/VEGETATION TO BE THINNED

HEDGES TO BE RETAINED

HEDGES TO BE REMOVED

RESIDENTIAL PARCEL BOUNDARIES

FRAMEWORK PLAN

TRIDENT AXIS 1-4 (SEE PAGE 75)

Design Code: Public Realm Strategy

Design Code: Development Framework

Design Code: Village Centre

Design Code:  Tree Retention Plan

2.3 Heyford Park Design Code

Above: Condition 8 - Planning Permission Ref. 10/01642/OUT
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HEYFORD PARK 
DESIGN CODE PAGE 62

CHARACTER AREAS

CA1 – NEW VILLAGE CENTRE  

4.17 The new Village Centre is located at the heart of Heyford Park at 
the traditional centre of the former airfield campus.

4.18 The character of this is determined by the key spaces of the 
village green, shared surfacing and the interelation with Camp 
Road and the access to the Trident area.  

4.19 It is an area identifiable by a mixed-use approach and distinct 
from other areas. This area contains a range of uses that 
potentially includes community facilities, local centre, pub/
restaurant and retail use. Such uses will be encouraged to use 
the street and encourage activity at different times of the day to 
promote a vibrant character creating a community hub for the 
people who live and work at Heyford Park.  

4.20 Mixed uses will front onto the street/primary link road and active 
frontages are encouraged. Between and above mixed use there 
may be apartments and terraced housing. The overlooking 
aspect of dwellings will encourage safety and surveillance 
onto the street. Built form creates a clearly defined sense of 
enclosure to the streets and builds upon the principle of fronting 
to the public realm and with architecturally animated edges. 

4.21 At key locations two-three storey buildings front on to streets 
with greater massing located on key corner plots. This provides 
visual cues for legibility purposes when navigating through the 
centre. 

4.22 The Village Centre’s character will also be influenced by the 
continuing linear form of Camp Road, which is to be retained 
in its current alignment, the shared surface will create a 
centre where pedestrian movements take priority over vehicle 
movements as in many market town centres.   

4.23 As the Village Centre will lie at the heart of the settlement, it will 
have important vehicular, pedestrian and cycle connections to 
the other character areas at Heyford Park, most particularly the 
Village Green Area to the south and the Trident area to the north.  

4.24 To the east of the Village Centre is Heyford House. This is 
a noteworthy early 20th century building, typical of military 
architecture of this era. This building will continue to be a 
prominent landmark in the street scene, terminating a vista at 
the eastern end of the Village Centre.

4.25 The Gatehouse is currently located on the main access to the 
Trident area and this  building needs to be integrated into future 
proposals.  The scale of this building is single storey and any 
development proposals will need to consider how this building 
is sensitively integrated into the scheme with an appropriate 
transition in scale.  This approach would require a sensitive 
design solution and it may be that independent buildings, 
following established buildings lines, are interposed between 
existing built form. 

4.26 To the west of the Village Centre is building 103, currently 
used as a workshop.  This building has been identified as a 
Heritage Centre and will therefore form an important part of the 
development.

4.27 There is a substantial amount of vegetation located along Camp 
Road in the vicinity of the Village Centre.  While some of this 
will be thinned, it will remain an important site feature and 
development constraint.

4.28 There is the potential to sensitively combine new development 
with the existing buildings such as the Gate House, Heyford 
House and buildings 457/455 are subject to detailed design but 
will be required to play an important part in the character of the 
area.

4.29 The following tables, plan, text and illustrations address the 
design components:

CHARACTER AREA 1 - NEW VILLAGE CENTRE

CHARACTER UNIT C

2.3.3 Design Code Character Area 1 (CA1)

The location of the proposed new Village Centre sits at the heart of the 
Heyford Park development. The Design Code classes this as CA1 and states: 

• This part of the development will provide a new high quality space in 
the Village Centre comprising of a shared surface and hardstanding with 
multi-uses flowing into a new village green allowing retail and leisure in 
the heart of the development.

• The character of this area is determined in part by a number of existing 
buildings (such as Heyford House and the gate house) which will 
continue to have a strong role in the centre when the development is 
completed.

• The Village Centre’s character will also be influenced by the continuing 
linear form of Camp Road, which as it leads up to the centre, the traffic 
will be calmed by the use of shared surfaces. Camp Road will continue to 
provide a strong east-west axis through the development, with its wide 
verges and tree lined character retained as far as possible.

• A range of facilities and community uses will be situated across the 
Village Centre to act as a new community hub for the people who live 
and work at Heyford Park, these may include new retail, restaurant/pub, 
the new heritage centre, play areas, and areas of informal and formal 
hardstanding and green spaces for the community to use.

• As the Village Centre will lie at the heart of the settlement, it will have 
important vehicular, pedestrian and cycle connections to the other 
character areas at Heyford Park, most particularly the Village Green Area 
to the south and the Trident area to the north.

Character Area 1 - New Village Centre

The below table is taken from the Design Code and addresses the components 
to associate with the design of the CA1 New Village Centre.

HEYFORD PARK 
DESIGN CODE PAGE 63

CA1 CODE CATEGORY DEFINITION (MANDATORY) COMMENTS

1 URBAN FORM 

•	 Individual plots within development parcel for mixed-uses, allowance for relatively large building footprints.

•	The development area is defined by a simple movement and public realm plan, allowing views south towards the Village Green.

•	Development in this area should form the heart of Heyford Park, integrating both existing and new development.

•	The configuration of new development will need a clear relationship with the existing retained airfield buildings.

•	The built character should reflect and reinforce the public realm structure of the area.

•	Coordination of the north of the Village Centre with the South tangential meeting point  of the Trident area will be required to avoid prominent blank building form.

No prescribed plot build out to allow flexibility 
for user demand.

2  BUILDING 
TYPOLOGY

•	 See typology table - Mixed use buildings design approach will need to maximise active frontage or animated fenestration where fronting public realm. Bespoke 
building types will be required for this area to respond to the local context and the demands of a mixed use space. 

•	Large footprint buildings will be appropriate if it can be shown that the proposals provide active frontage to development to the north and the south of the Village 
Centre.

Avoid blank walls fronting public realm.

3  DENSITY •	Mixed use promoted with housing density subject to detailed design.

4 BUILDING 
LINES

•	Consistent frontage.

•	The building lines should clearly define the edge of the space.

•	Some projection beyond the building line might be appropriate to define key architectural features.

Service/Refuse areas are to be screened from 
public realm and/or enclosed by built form.

5  HEIGHT / 
ENCLOSURE

•	Transition area allowing variation on height to existing buildings up to 2/3 storey (apparent height where not multiple use floor plates).

•	The scale of building 52 and 103 should be used to defined the height of adjacent proposed development.

•	The roofline of the proposed buildings will need to respond to the existing built form.

•	It may be necessary to step up development from the single storey gatehouse or set development away from these areas.

Transition in scale from existing retained 
buildings will be required ie gatehouse 1.5 
storey transition zone.

6 ROOFSCAPE
•	Varied eave height to provide transition where adjacent to lower existing buildings and gable ends to animate roofscape at maximum 20M intervals.

•	The roofline and heights should be carefully considered to provide an architectural set piece to the area.

•	There is the potential for a variety of roof forms, including flat roofs (with roof terraces) and gable features.

Large footprint retail will need varied 
roofscape to limit rectilinear elevations.

Ground floor canopies/cover walkway within 
2M of public realm frontages are encouraged.

7 SCALE AND 
PROPORTION

•	3m minimum ground floor height where not transient to existing buildings.

•	Greater presence and massing is required in this area and each building should be considered in relation to the others to provide a set piece.
Potential for residential above other uses or at 
ground floor.

8  BUILDING 
DETAIL

•	 Traditional or contemporary details - Align openings with gables symmetrical form: Tall window heights/openings encouraged to create vertical emphasis seen in 
exisiting buildings 52 and 103.

•	Building details should be clean with contemporary details allowing development to fit comfortably with the adjacent context.

•	Storey heights should be emphasised through architectural detail or changes in material.

•	There will be a higher proportion of glazing than other areas of the site. 

•	There is the opportunity for balconies and other projecting features to animate the facade.

Located between CA3 trident contemporary 
CA2/CA5 traditional hence transitional 
approach required.

9 BUILDING 
MATERIALS

•	Walls - Red brick, render, cladding in either grey or silver grey.

•	Roof - Slate/slate effect or profile sheet (finished grey).

•	Building materials should clearly relate to those adjacent, building a contemporary reinterpretation of the early 20th century materials.

•	A colour palette made up primarily of three complementary tones should be established to support contemporary detailing.

•	Building materials should be used to break up and give rhythm to the facade.

Elevations in the same plane fronting the 
public realm will need to use materials to 
provide an appropriate transition from airfield 
influences into residential areas South of 
Camp Road.

10 LANDSCAPE 
DESIGN

•	 Formal tree planting within high quality hard landscaping with pockets of soft landscaping will soften and provide interest. The opportunity for a vibrant south 
facing public space exists to the south of the Village Centre. Street furniture – modern design. 

•	Heyford Square should be a space marking where the Trident Area meets the Village Centre.

•	There is extensive existing tree planting and any development proposals should retain important trees/tree groups.

•	New street planting, will complement existing planting and will be configured to help structure the public realm and perpetuate a verdant character.

Tree species to be uniform but will differ from 
the majority of Camp Road (CA4) to highlight 
‘arrival’ in the mixed use Village Centre. 
Specimen trees of interest will highlight 
nodal points.

11 PARKING
•	Parking will be located to the north and south of the main retail block.

•	Parking will be configured as part of the public realm design.

Large open expanses of parking are to be 
avoided, landscaping is encouraged to break 
up parking.

12 SERVICING
•	Servicing will be located to the side of the block.

•	Loading and refuse areas will be discretely located at the side of buildings and configured so they do not front directly onto the public realm.
-

  

CA1 - NEW VILLAGE CENTRE

2.3 Heyford Park Design Code
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2.3.4 Design Code CA1 - Design Approach and Materiality

HEYFORD PARK 
DESIGN CODE PAGE 67

White Light Grey

PREDOMINANT BUILDING 
WALL MATERIAL

SECONDARY BUILDING WALL MATERIAL 
(USED TO BREAK UP AND DETAIL ELEVATION)

Grey Cladding

CA1 - NEW VILLAGE CENTRE - MIXED USE -   MATERIALS (OR SIMILAR APPROVED)

WINDOW COLOUR

Render -
Light Grey

ROOF MATERIALS

Slate/Slate Effect

Render -
Ivory Colour

Brick Type 1 - 
predominantly Red 
with occasional brown 
tones

indicative code guidance 
- iLLuStRating one WaY in 
WHicH tHe code couLd Be 
iMPLeMented 

Indicative Code Guidance

Illustrating one way in which the code could be implemented

2.3 Heyford Park Design Code
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Key:

2.4.1 Masterplan Approach

2.4 Village Centre (North) Site Location
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3.5 Landscape Masterplan (Roof Plan)
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Future

Development

Village Centre (North) Boundary
(to which this application relates) 

The Village Centre North development is intended to provide a continuation of 
the masterplan philosophy developed by Jestico+Whiles Architects for the Village 
Centre South application (Ref. 16/01000/F). The masterplan centres upon the 
creation of a new Village Square which provides an important public space at the 
Trident junction.  This public space has both geographical and historical significance 
owing to its location at the heart of the former Air Base. It is flanked by several 
key buildings along its northern and southern edges, with the remodelling of 
Buildings 455 + 457 providing a greater sense of enclosure to the east and west.

The Village Centre masterplan also seeks to enhance the movement of pedestrians 
with buildings designed to provide greater connectivity. The Camp Road frontage 
creates a strong linear emphasis along the east-west axis, however north-south 
permeability is achieved via key pedestrian routes. Natural desire lines are created 
by providing visual connections across the Village Centre. These help navigate 
pedestrians and link key public spaces including the Village Square and Village 
Green to the south.  Together with a sensitive landscaping approach, it is hoped 
these considerations will help encourage a sense of activity at all times of day.
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2.4.2 Existing Buildings and Surrounding Context

2.4 Village Centre (North) Site Location

Key:
Village Centre (North) Boundary
(to which this application relates) 

Note: The image above is sourced from Google Maps and is indicative 
only. Please refer to drawings and landscape section for full extent of 
application site boundaries including parking areas.

Building 103 Buildings 101 & 102 Building 100 Trident Junction
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2.4.3 Existing Buildings_North Site

2.4 Village Centre (North) Site Location

Constructed: 1925-6

Materials: 
- Brick
- Slate roof
- Cement render to recent extension
- Original metal framed windows

Condition: Very good

Significance: Local Significance - architectural and historical 
interest

Other: 
- Uique architectural features

Building 100 (former Guard House)

4. 5.

6.

Dark red brickwork - English bond

Low pitch slate tiles - hipped/ gablet

Constructed: 1925-6

Materials: 
- Dark red brick with grey mortar pointing
- Slate roof
- Reinforced concrete pillars to verandah roof
- Brown/ white painted timber

Use: Currently functions as site security office

Significance: Local Significance - architectural and historical 
interest

Other:
- Feature gablet shaped roof with wooden bell tower
- Date stone of 1925
- Front elevation altered in keeping with original brickwork
- Rear and side heavily extended
- Modern double glazed windows

Concrete columns with wooden bell tower

Low pitch slate tiles - gable ends

Original metal framed windows

Light red brickwork - English bond

Building 103 (former Power House)

4.

5.

6.

1. 2. 3.

1.

2.

3.
Source: RAF Upper Heyford, Airfield Research Publishing (1996)
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Operations Block

Constructed: 1925-6

Materials: 
- Red brick building
- Heavily traversed brick wall with loop holes

Condition: Gutters at rear leaking but not serious

Significance: Local Significance - architectural and historical 
interest

Other: 
- Excellent example of RAF’s first design of a permanent 
Operations Block
- Only one window bricked up

Building 52 (Heyford House)

Station Offices and Photographic Section

Constructed: 1925-6

Materials: 
- Dark red brick with grey mortar pointing
- Hipped-shaped gables and verandah supported by 
reinforced concrete pillars (in keeping with Guardhouse 
opposite)

Condition: Replacement double glazing

Significance: Local Significance - architectural and historical 
interest

Other: 
- Excellent example of RAF station architecture of mid-1920s
- Very interesting building group (together with Guardhouse 
and Operations Block)

2.4.3 Existing Buildings_North Site

2.4 Village Centre (North) Site Location

Building 101 & 102 (Fire Party House/Trailer Shed)

Materials: 
- Brick
- Pitched slate roof/ reinforced concrete roof

Other: 
- Extension consists of concrete post and panel prefabricated 
hut
- Original openings bricked up and an extension built against 
a side elevation

Source: RAF Upper Heyford, Airfield Research Publishing (1996)
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2.4 Village Centre (North) Site Location

Character Analysis - Phases of Development Heritage Assets

Extracts from RAF Upper Heyford Conservation Area Appraisal

2.4.4 Conservation Area Appraisal

RAF Upper Heyford Conservation Area Appraisal                                   8. Audit of Heritage Assets 

Figure 17: Heritage Assets - South 
46

North Site

South Site

RAF Upper Heyford Conservation Area Appraisal                                            7. Character Analysis 

Figure 15: Phases of development within the technical site and residential areas. 

40

Village Centre (North) Boundary
(to which this application relates) 

Village Centre (North) Boundary
(to which this application relates) 
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2.4 Village Centre (North) Site Location

Note: The plan above indicates the main north and south sites 
only (see red outline). Please refer to landscape section for full 
extent of application site boundaries including parking areas.

2.4.5 Existing Site
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Heyford Park - Village Centre North

5) OUR VISION FOR THE VILLAGE CENTRE NORTH

VILLAGE CENTRE NORTH MASTERPLAN

CONNECTIVITY

ACTIVE FRONTAGE
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DESIGN CONCEPTS

GABLES + VARIED ROOFLINE 

EXTERNAL LANDSCAPING

THE LANDSCAPE DESIGN OF THE 
VILLAGE CENTRE FOCUSES A LOT OF 
THE PLANTING ON THE ANCILLARY 
SPACES. ONE OF THE MAIN SOURCES 
OF INSPIRATION FOR THE PLANT 
SELECTION HAS COME FROM 
CONNECTING THE RESTAURANT 
OFFERING IN THE BUILDINGS 
AND LOOKING TO THE IDEAS OF A 
MODERN KITCHEN GARDEN WHICH 
IS INTERSPERSED WITH AN GOOD 
PALETTE OF AMENITY SHRUB 
PLANTING. 
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3.13 Planting Strategy

Public Realm Amenity Landscape

The landscape design of the Village Centre focuses a lot of the planting on the ancillary spaces of the 
two car parks located to the east and south of building 457 and to the west of building 455.  These 
spaces are set back from the main vehicle movements along Camp Road and give the opportunity for 
the spaces to be quieter and more garden like in character. 

One of the main sources of inspiration for the plant selection has come from connecting the restau-
rant off ering in the buildings and looking to the ideas of a modern kitchen garden which is inter-
spersed with an good pallete of amenity shrub planting.  With this in mind, the plants provid year 
round interest through scent, leaf colour, leaf texture or seasonal fl owering. 

Species would include (or similar approved):

Shrub Planting Strategy

Structure shrub planting Building 103 GardensAmenity Shrub Planting Mix

N

Hebe rakaiensis

Salvia offi  cinalis purpurea

Santolina chamaecyparissus

Perovskia ‘Blue Spire’

Sarrococca hooeriana

Calamagrostis x acutifolia ‘Rubrum’

Viburnum burkwoodii

Cornus canadensis

Vinca major

Vinca minor

Liriope muscari

01

07
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03

02

1105

06

0201 08 09
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3.9 Paving Strategy

Blend of Medium / Dark Grey 

Granite Slab Paving or similar 

approved

Paving Strategy Plan

01

01

Silver Grey Brick Paving

or similar approved

Red Herringbone Brick 

Paving or similar approved

03 04 05

03

03 03

03

03
03

03

02

02

The quality of the hard surfaces throughout the development are of key 
importance as they will communicate the value and importance of the Village 
Centre within the wider Heyford Park Development. Because of this, a selected 
pallete of quality paving has been chosen to enhance the development and create 
an attractive robus and functional landscape which the community can enjoy 
throughout the years.

The selection of materials has also considered the new retail uses along Camp 
Road and the Village Square which will generate an increased footfall throughout 
the area. As a result the selection of paving materials has been reviewed to 
ensure they are both robust and easy to maintain over time.  

Use of paving has generally been broken into 3 main types across the site to  t 
with the character and type of use intended in that location.

1. Cultural Gardens - Use of Charcoal Brick Pavious or similar approved

2. Parking Courtyards - Use of Red Brick Paviours or similar approved

3. Village Square - Blend of Natural Stone Slabs laid in linear pattern 

These materials serve to create a broad pallete of materials which together form 
a general character for the landscape of Heyford Park.

Landscape Design and Disabled Access

The public realm has given consideration to disabled access by managing the 
levels across the site to avoid step access.  This has been complemented by the 
choice of materials which have clean and level surfaces allowing for ef cient 
movement for wheel chair users. The design also  includes tactile paving at key 
points adjacent to the road ways and at crossings for visually impaired visitors in 
keeping with Department of Transport guidelines. 

05

04
04

04

05

05

Macadam road surface 

or similar approved

Blister Paving (Rivets into Paving)

or similar approved

 0          5           10                      20
N
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3.12 Tree Planting Strategy

Ginkgo biloba Pinus sylvestris Platanus orientalisPrunus serrulataPlatanus x hispanica

Tree Removal Plan

Following review of the existing trees on the site with the Council Tree Of cer, 
it was noted that any proposal for tree loss should be made within the context 
of a wider tree replacement / planting strategy to establish tree cover and health 
for Heyford Park going forward in the longer term.

As a result, the Tree Planting Strategy has been developed to provide selected 
tree species which will compliment the character and quality of the development 
as well as contribute to the overall tree health and canopy cover across the 
wider Heyford Park development.   The structure of the tree planting strategy 
has 3 main drivers which are as follows:

Road side Planting

This consists of a selection of evergreen (Pinus sylvestris) and deciduous 
(Platanus x hispanica) species which have a good form and are suitable for street 
planting. 

Courytard Planting

Within the parking courtyards, use of Platanus orientalis will provide good 
structure, shade and seasonal colour to these spaces.

Village Square Feature Planting

In keeping with the southern portion of the Village Square, Gingko biloba are 
located on the Eastern boundary which will provide strong lime, yellow and 
orange seasonal colour. In contrast,  the North are places a grid of 5 Prunus 
serrulata which will provide accent of pink colour during spring. 

Speci cation & Planting Notes

Tree species and planting methodology will be speci ed to a sign cant size and 
are planted in a manner to ensure their successful establishment and health 
in the long term.  All plants shall conform to BS 3936 and National Planting 
Speci cation standards. Supplying nurseries shall be registered under the HTA 
Nursery Certi cation Scheme. 

Tree Planting Proposed:

16 - Platanus x hispanica

05 - Prunus serrulata

14 - Gingko biloba

10- Pinus sylvestris

06 - Platanus orientalis 

51 Trees in total proposed

 0          5           10                      20
N
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A SELECTED PALETTE OF QUALITY 
PAVING HAS BEEN CHOSEN TO 
ENHANCE THE DEVELOPMENT AND 
CREATE AN ATTRACTIVE, ROBUST 
AND FUNCTIONAL LANDSCAPE 
WHICH THE COMMUNITY CAN ENJOY.

FOLLOWING A REVIEW OF THE 
EXISTING TREES ON THE SITE WITH 
THE LOCAL AUTHORITY TREE OFFICER, 
IT WAS NOTED THAT ANY PROPOSED 
TREE LOSS SHOULD BE MADE 
WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A WIDER 
TREE REPLACEMENT/ PLANTING 
STRATEGY ACROSS HEYFORD PARK. 
A TREE PLANTING STRATEGY HAS 
BEEN DEVELOPED TO INCLUDE TREE 
SPECIES WHICH COMPLEMENT THE 
CHARACTER AND QUALITY OF THE 
DEVELOPMENT. 

SURFACE FINISHES

TREE STRATEGY

PLANTING STRATEGY

INITIAL THOUGHTS

PROPOSALS
THE VILLAGE CENTRE NORTH DEVELOPMENT COMPRISES THE 
FOLLOWING KEY BUILDINGS: 

BUILDING 100:
BUILDING 100 IS LOCATED AT THE HEART OF HEYFORD PARK. THE ORIGINAL STRUCTURE WILL BE REINSTATED BY 
DEMOLISHING THE LATER EXTENSIONS.  A NEW GLAZED OPENING WITHIN THE SOUTHERN ELEVATION WILL CREATE AN 
ACTIVE FRONTAGE FACING ONTO THE SQUARE.  

BUILDING 103:
BUILDING 103 HAS SERVED VARIOUS FUNCTIONAL USES THROUGHOUT ITS HISTORY INCLUDING MOST RECENTLY AS A 
WORKSHOP FOR THE RESTORATION OF CANAL BOATS. PROPOSALS FOR THE REFURBISHMENT OF BUILDING 103 TO SERVE 
AS A HERITAGE CENTRE HAVE PREVIOUSLY BEEN APPROVED BY CHERWELL DISTRICT COUNCIL AND WORKS ARE NOW IN 
PROGRESS.  

BLOCKS A+B (NORTH):
EXISTING BUILDINGS 101 AND 102 WILL BE DEMOLISHED TO CLEAR THE SITE BETWEEN BUILDINGS 100 AND 103.  THESE 
STRUCTURES ARE REGARDED AS HAVING LOW HISTORICAL OR ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE.  TWO NEW BUILDINGS 
HAVE BEEN PROPOSED ON THIS SITE - THESE WILL PROVIDE FLEXIBLE COMMERCIAL/ RETAIL SPACE AT GROUND FLOOR 
LEVEL AND RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION ON THE UPPER FLOORS.

BRICK FACADES AND PITCHED SLATE ROOFS REFLECT THE FUNCTIONAL VERNACULAR WHICH IS EVIDENT ACROSS THE 
FORMER RAF UPPER HEYFORD SITE.  KEY DETAILS ARE EXPRESSED VISUALLY USING BRONZE METALLIC FINISHES WHICH 
AGAIN DRAWS REFERENCE TO THE NEARBY AIRCRAFT HANGARS. 

WHILST BLOCKS A+B (NORTH) MAY BE REGARDED AS SEPARATE BUILDINGS, THEY ARE IN FACT CONNECTED AT UPPER 
FLOOR LEVEL VIA A ‘BRIDGE LINK’.  DIVIDING THE DEVELOPMENT INTO TWO HALVES WAS A PURPOSEFUL MOVE TO PROVIDE 
PERMEABILITY BETWEEN THE MAIN CAMP ROAD FRONTAGE AND AREAS TO THE NORTH. 

BLOCK A (SOUTH):
LOCATED TO THE SOUTH OF CAMP ROAD OPPOSITE BLOCKS A+B (NORTH), A REMAINING DEVELOPMENT SITE FORMS 
ANOTHER KEY COMPONENT OF THE WIDER VILLAGE CENTRE.  BLOCK A (SOUTH) WILL PROVIDE ADDITIONAL COMMERCIAL/ 
RETAIL SPACE AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL, WITH RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS ABOVE.  THE SITE IS DEFINED BY THE ANGULAR 
GEOMETRY CREATED BY PEDESTRIAN ROUTES WHICH LINK THE VILLAGE CENTRE ON BOTH SIDES OF CAMP ROAD.  

30% OF THE RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS PROVIDED WITHIN THE VILLAGE CENTRE NORTH WILL BE AFFORDABLE. THERE 
WILL BE BOTH RENTAL AND SHARED OWNERSHIP PROPERTIES.

Heyford Park - Village Centre North

4) EXISTING SITE CONSTRAINTS/ OPPORTUNITIES
SURROUNDING CONTEXT
BUILDING 103 BUILDINGS 101/ 102 BUILDING 100 TRIDENT JUNCTION

Secondary Routes

Pedestrian Routes

Primary Routes

Restricted Service Route

Village Centre Boundary

(Jestico+Whiles Masterplan)

Soft Landscaping

Existing Building

Existing Hard Landscaping

Existing Trees Cat. B

Existing Trees Cat. C

Existing Trees Cat. U

(Moderate Quality)

(Low Quality)

(Unsuitable for Retention)

Village Centre Boundary

(NORTH)

Control Barrier

Bus Stop

Car Park

Sun Path

CaMP ROad CaMP ROad

EXISTING SITE ANALYSIS

3.1.1 Presentation to Cherwell District Council - 5th April 2016 

ADP gave a presentation to Cherwell District Council in conjunction with Jestico + 
Whiles regarding the overall Village Centre Masterplan proposals. This included the 
initial concept stage designs for ADP’s proposals located North of Camp Road.

3.1.2 Presentation to Cherwell District Council - 17th August  2016

ADP gave a further presentation to Cherwell District Council regarding the Village 
Centre proposals located north of Camp Road. The presentation was a continuation 
of the Village Centre narrative developed in conjunction with Jestico + Whiles (as 
presented to Cherwell District Council on 5th April 2016).

3.1 Consultation_Cherwell District Council

Public Consultation Presentation Boards covering the 
following aspects of our proposals:
- Planning Background
- Existing Site
- Village Centre Masterplan
- Vision for Village Centre North

3.1.3 Pre-App with Cherwell District Council - 17th January 2018

ADP met with Cherwell District Council to present the revised Village Centre North 
proposals.  The revised scheme included a reduction in the proposed development 
height to Blocks A+B located north of Camp Road, whilst taking a more ‘vernacular’ 
approach in terms of the architectural narrative. Feedback was provided during the 
meeting by the Urban Design, Conservation and OCC Highways consultees and has 
subsequently been incorporated into the current proposals.

Nb. the above consultation with Cherwell District Council related to the previous 
Village Centre North Full Planning Application (Ref. 17/00895/F) submitted in April 
2017.  The consultee feedback associated with this application has been used to 
establish the principals for the revised scheme which will be submitted as a Reserved 
Matters Application under the outline consent (Ref. 10/01642/OUT).  


